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EPISODE 112: TEACHING LISTENING, PART II
WITH GIANFRANCO CONTI
Did you miss part I of Stacey's interview with Dr. Gianfranco
Conti? Our social media accounts are on fire--it feels like
everyone heard episode 111 and wants to talk about it online.
And no wonder! Right out of the gate Gianfranco breaks down
in detail what the research tells us about teaching listening.
Check out the response to episode 111 from Dawn Michael on
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page 2 below for an excellent recap of episode 111.
This Friday, we're featuring the second half of that interview in
which Gianfranco shares with us about student anxiety around
listening, how working memory affects listening, and how he
conceptualizes the steps to successful listening lessons. As you
can see, it's going to be another packed episode! Can't wait to
hear your reaction on our website or social media!
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RESPONSE TO EPISODE 111: TEACHING
LISTENING WITH GIANFRANCO CONTI

Look Back

This response is from Dawn N. Michael
whom you can find on Twitter
@madamednmichael
Listening to Part 1 of this interview, the first thing that excited me was Gianfranco's
description of the premise of his new book with Steve Smith, Breaking the Sound
Barrier: Teaching Language Learners how to Listen. He clarified that it's a book about
the process of listening, and continued to explain the steps our brain goes through as
we process language we hear: "bottom-up processing" from syllable to word to
meaning to grammatical knowledge. Only when we fail to comprehend through this
process to we resort to "top-down processing", coping by using background
knowledge and guessing at the main idea because we can't understand every word. As
a language educator trained in the communicative method during the 90s, I can say
that the only other time I've been taught about phonemic, syllabic and morphemic
awareness was in linguistics courses for the TESOL endorsement. Everything I've been
taught to do for teaching listening in the classroom involves asking students to listen
for the main idea, telling them to not worry if they don't understand everything
because they shouldn't expect to, and assuming that with enough exposure to the
language in whatever form, they will learn to listen. As Gianfranco points out later in
the podcast, this approach favors those students who are best able to cope, and leaves
behind those who become frustrated, anxious, and disengaged (often our most
vulnerable students), and most importantly, does not actually teach them how to listen
for understanding! Over the years, I've been stumped about trying to help students
who were struggling with listening comprehension, primarily because my training had
never provided me with another approach beyond "Well, we will just do more listening
activities!" Another practice he blew up was "don't listen for details, listen for key
words" when in fact function words (connecting words such as articles, conjunctions,
prepositions) are crucial in determining meaning. I will definitely be reworking my
listening practice and assessment. I'm excited to hear the second part of the interview,
and to read the book, because just this 20 minutes has already shifted my views on
listening instruction!

Catch Up

Updates from Contributors
Congratulations to Heidi Trude
(episode 103) for earning the EF
Excellence in Teaching Award
for Language Teaching! She
will travel to New York City to
attend the EF Global Summit
in August.

Kaishan Kong (episode 6) recently
published an article in the Modern
Language Journal titled "Embracing
an Integrative Approach Toward
Emotion in Language Teaching and
Learning." This article was published
in the perspectives column.
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